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A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W Y X Z 2. Â· ba, bi, bo, bu, byo, buki, bowo (when two
words starting with the same vowel are next to each other) 3. Â· aa, ee, ii (when two words
starting with the same vowel and preceded by a vowel differ in pronunciation, they can be

pronounced as a single word) 4. Â· na, ne, no (when two words starting with the same consonant
and preceded by two consonants differ in pronunciation, they can be pronounced as a single

word) 5. Â· you (when two words starting with the same vowel and preceded by the same
consonant are next to each other) 6. Â· gen, ku, nya, yu, ya, ya (when two words starting with the
same consonant are next to each other) 7. Â· wa (when two words starting with the same vowel

and followed by the same consonant and preceded by Â· re are next to each other) 8. Â· yo (when
two words starting with the same vowel and preceded by Â· re are next to each other) 9. Â· shu,
shu (when two words starting with the same consonant and preceded by Â· re are next to each

other) 10. Â· oma, omi (when two words starting with the same vowel and preceded by the same
consonant are next to each other) 11. Â· za, zu (when two words starting with the same vowel and

preceded by the same consonant are next to each other) 12. Â· i, yo, u, wa (when two words
starting with the same vowel and preceded by the same consonant are next to each other) 13. Â·

ji, ny (when two words starting with the same vowel and preceded by the same consonant are
next to each other) 14. Â· co 6d1f23a050
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